WAYS LOGITECH ENHANCES THE WORK FROM HOME EXPERIENCE

HOW MODERN SOLUTIONS DRIVE PRODUCTIVITY, ENGAGEMENT, IMPROVED COMMUNICATION, AND COLLABORATION

Whether working from home, returning to work, or adopting a hybrid approach, here are 10 reasons Logitech solutions empower users to perform at their best, and stay connected to keep the business running—wherever they are.

10. Purposeful innovation
   For decades, Logitech has studied the science of human interaction and how people use technology to perform at their best. We innovate software-empowered, intelligent peripherals and video collaboration tools, laser-focused on specific workplace and end user challenges.

9. Unbeatable lifetime value
   Logitech solutions are designed to be durable, reliable and functional in any work environment. As software-empowered solutions, their value is extended and enhanced as new features are added delivering lifetime value that is tough to beat.

8. Elevate technology investments
   Enhance and elevate user experiences with technology investments already made, like iPads, laptops, software and UC applications when you connect Logitech solutions extending the lifetime value of those solutions and accelerating the ROI.

7. Software empowered peripherals
   Logitech software solutions are the “secret sauce” that combines hardware excellence with software smarts to create the ultimate personalized user experience.

6. Workspace to workspace solutions
   Intelligent desktop peripherals and advanced video collaboration tools from Logitech ensure teams thrive in every workspace.

5. One size doesn’t fit all
   When it comes to personal productivity and collaboration, one size does not fit all nor should it. Logitech’s vast portfolio of products accommodate different working styles, budgets, and health considerations to allow users to deliver their best work.

4. Workplace wellness
   Wherever people work, repetitive tasks can cause pain and impact productivity. Logitech has got your back with tools created in partnership with leading ergonomists that are proven to reduce pain and prevent muscle issues from developing.

3. Deliver your best
   Logitech delivers solutions that allows users to do things they never thought possible. With a wide range of modern tools, from headsets to webcams, keyboards, and mice, Logitech solutions enable users to work at their best from anywhere.

2. A trusted brand
   For more than three decades, Logitech has provided products that impact the way people work. As an established brand in the market, Logitech harnesses innovation and experience to enable users to better communicate, collaborate, and be more productive.

1. It just simply works
   Simplicity and efficiency define Logitech products. Compatible with most devices, apps and operating systems, they seamlessly integrate into existing set ups with minimal support requirements taking workplace performance to the next level.

Thousands of organizations globally have chosen Logitech as their trusted brand to provide tools that empower people do their jobs easily and effectively no matter where they work.

CONTACT OUR SALES TEAM FOR THE LATEST PRICING AND PROMOTIONS.